Quantum multi-hop teleportation is important in the field of quantum communication. In this study, we propose a quantum multi-hop communication model and a quantum routing protocol with multihop teleportation for wireless mesh backbone networks. Based on an analysis of quantum multi-hop protocols, a partially entangled Greenberger--Horne--Zeilinger (GHZ) state is selected as the quantum channel for the proposed protocol. Both quantum and classical wireless channels exist between two neighboring nodes along the route. With the proposed routing protocol, quantum information can be transmitted hop by hop from the source node to the destination node. Based on multi-hop teleportation based on the partially entangled GHZ state, a quantum route established with the minimum number of hops. The difference between our routing protocol and the classical one is that in the former, the processes used to find a quantum route and establish quantum channel entanglement occur simultaneously. The Bell state measurement results of each hop are piggybacked to quantum route finding information. This method reduces the total number of packets and the magnitude of air interface delay. The deduction of the establishment of a quantum channel between source and destination is also presented here. The final success probability of quantum multi-hop teleportation in wireless mesh backbone networks was simulated and analyzed. Our research shows that quantum multi-hop teleportation in wireless mesh backbone networks through a partially entangled GHZ state is feasible.
establishment occurs simultaneously in ours. In the route finding process, the Bell state measurement results of each hop are piggybacked to the quantum route finding packet. This routing protocol reduces the total number of packets and the magnitude of the air interface delay.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe our design of a mesh structure in wireless quantum networks. Section 3 is devoted to an analysis of prevalent research on quantum multi-hop teleportation. We also revise our past insights on quantum multi-hop teleportation based on a partially entangled GHZ state. In Section 4, a quantum communication routing protocol based on the partially entangled GHZ state is proposed for multi-hop teleportation in wireless mesh networks. In Section 5, quantum channel establishment in the proposed routing protocol is deduced. An example of routing transmission is presented in Section 6. The corresponding success probability of quantum teleportation in this network is analyzed and simulation results are provided in Section 7. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 8.
A mesh structure in wireless quantum multi-hop communication
：Route nodes in the mesh backbone network ：Edge route nodes in the mesh backbone network ：Client Nodes outside the mesh backbone network The wireless mesh network (WMN) is a self-organizing and self-healing network that has been employed for classical wireless communication. It is an easily scalable and low-cost network that uses a multi-hop routing mechanism and a hierarchy configuration. The WMN consists of mesh routers and mesh clients. Mesh routers are stationary or have minimal mobility, and serve as the backbone of the WMN in providing wireless access to mesh clients. Mesh clients are removable.
Based on the traditional WMN, a mesh structure is introduced to wireless quantum communication, and a model of this wireless quantum mesh network is shown in Fig.  1 . The figure shows that there are three kinds of nodes and two kinds of channels. The gray oval represents the scope of the mesh backbone network, similar to mesh routers in the traditional WMN. The backbone network is composed of route nodes and edge route nodes. The square nodes in the gray oval are route nodes that do not directly connect to client nodes. Triangular nodes, called edge route nodes, act as bridging points to implement quantum and wireless access between nodes in the mesh backbone network and client nodes outside the network. The circular nodes represent client nodes that have a direct quantum and wireless channel with a neighboring edge route node. Every edge route node has a client list to record addresses of client nodes connected to it.
There are two kinds of communication channels in this distributed wireless quantum network: classical wireless and quantum wireless channels. The solid lines in Fig. 1 represent classical communication channels and the dotted lines represent quantum communication channels. Classical information such as measurement results and Bell pair types are transmitted through classical wireless channels. Only when classical and quantum routes exist simultaneously can quantum information be transmitted between nodes. Nodes along the quantum route share entanglement one by one, and quantum information is transferred through the quantum route. Nodes along the classical route can transfer classical information. For two nodes, if there is a direct classical or a quantum route between them, they are called neighbor nodes in quantum or wireless, respectively. For client nodes connected to the same edge route node, quantum information can be teleported directly between them or through their edge route node. For nodes not connected with the same edge route node, a quantum route through the backbone network can be selected to realize long-distance quantum communication by introducing intermediate route nodes. With this method, quantum information can be transferred hop by hop from source nodes to destination nodes.
Related works on quantum multi-hop channels
Since there is no possibility that a source node shares entangled particles with every other node, a multi-hop teleportation protocol is necessary for quantum communication.
With the help of multi-hop teleportation, the source node can transfer quantum information to intermediate nodes hop by hop through quantum communication channels in proper order. Finally, quantum information would be transferred to the destination node. Quantum channels between neighbor nodes can be built with the aid of an entangled resource. In light of the instability of maximally quantum states, partially entangled quantum states are a better choice for entangled resource. Researchers in the literature [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] have selected partially entangled EPR pairs, W states, and partially entangled GHZ states as entangled resource to establish quantum multi-hop channels. Following the analysis of the success probability of each quantum multi-hop teleportation protocol in related work, we find that success probability increases as the number of hops decreases. Therefore, we select routes with the minimum number of hops in the wireless quantum multi-hop communication network as far as possible. In this article, we select partially entangled GHZ states as entangled resource to establish quantum communication channels.
In our previous work [18] , a quantum multi-hop teleportation scheme based on the partially entangled GHZ state was proposed. The overall success rate after the $i$-th teleportation via auxiliary particles was deduced as follows:
where i represents the number of quantum teleportations and n represents the degree of entanglement of the partially entangled GHZ state. Looking at Eq. (1), the probability of successful teleportation based on i and n. Setting n as a constant value, the relationship between success probability and the instances of teleportation i can be obtained. When n =0.5, 0.7, 0.9, i varies from 1 to 150; the probability of successful teleportation is presented in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , we find that the possibility of successful teleportation is deeply influenced by the number of instances of teleportation i. The higher the value of i, the lower the success probability. In our study, in order to obtain a higher likelihood of successful teleportation in the quantum mesh backbone network, the route with the least nodes will be selected. 
Routing protocol
The simplified quantum mesh backbone network is shown in Fig. 3 . The solid lines represent classical communication channels and the dotted ones depict quantum communication channels. Considering that there is no possibility that the source node shares an entangled resource with every other node, intermediate nodes are needed to transfer quantum information between source and destination nodes. As shown in Fig.  3 , source node A does not share an entangled resource directly with destination node H, and entanglement swapping can be used to establish quantum channels between them. Measurement results are transferred through classical channels. The quantum and classical routes can be different; only when the two simultaneously coexist can the quantum state be transferred between two client nodes. To this end, a routing protocol to select the quantum route in quantum communication networks is proposed. The routing protocol consists of two parts: quantum route request (QRR) and quantum route finding (QRF). The simplified quantum mesh backbone network is given in Fig. 5 , solid lines represent quantum communication channels and dotted lines represent classical communication channels. The entanglement in this quantum mesh backbone network is really precious and consumed in every-hop quantum teleportation process. Therefore, it is no possibility that source node A shares entangled resource with every other node. As shown in Fig. 5 , source node A does not share entangled resource with destination node H and entanglement swapping can be utilized to establish quantum channels between them. Measurement results are transferred in classical channels. Only when classical and quantum channels are existed simultaneously, quantum state can be transferred between two nodes. In this part, a routing protocol in quantum communication network is proposed. Quantum paths and classical paths can be different. We call two nodes that there are quantum and classical channels between them as neighbor nodes. Neighbor nodes share a pair of partially entangled GHZ particles which are able to guarantee quantum communication. Entanglement swapping helps to transfer quantum information hop by hop from source node A to destination H. The routing protocol consists of these parts: quantum route setup (QRS) and quantum route find (QRF).
Quantum route request
In Fig. 3 , when client node A wants to send information to destination node H, it checks to determine if there is an available route to node H. If there is none, node A sends a quantum route request (QRR) packet to the neighboring edge route node B through the wireless channel. The QRR packet contains the source node, the destination node, route request message ID, the address of the current node, and the value of the routing cost. The initial value of the routing cost is set to 0. When A sends a new routing request message, the ID needs to be incremented by one. The address of the current node is the address of A. Once the neighboring edge route node B receives the QRR, it checks whether it has received the same QRR by checking its ID and source node address, following which the route cost in QRR adds 1. The route table is updated; it contains the upward address, the downward address, the ID, the value of the routing cost, the source node, and the destination node. The downward address, the ID, the value of the routing cost, and the source and destination nodes are identical to the corresponding information in the received QRR. At the same time, we update the address of the previous node in the QRR with that of the current node and broadcast the QRR in the quantum communication backbone network. Node B then broadcasts the QRR to the backbone network on a wireless channel.
The intermediate node in the backbone network receiving the QRR checks whether it has received the same QRR by checking the ID and source node address. If these are identical, the QRR is discarded; otherwise, the route cost in QRR adds 1, and the node broadcasts the updated QRR. The edge route node in the backbone network receiving the QRR checks whether the address of destination node is in its client list. If not, the QRR is discarded. Otherwise, the process of quantum route finding is initiated.
Quantum route finding
Once the edge route node, which neighbors the destination node, receives the QRR, the route finding process begins. This process includes route selection and route reply. The hop-by-hop node address is recorded in the received QRR. According to these address records, edge route node G selects an appropriate route according to the routing cost, and adds the selected route to the route table. The route satisfying the following conditions is selected: the quantum and wireless routes exist simultaneously, and route cost is minimal. If there is more than one route satisfying these conditions, the edge route node G chooses the one whose quantum route request is first received by G. Once the route is selected, the neighboring edge route node of the destination sends a reply message to the source node by the reverse route. When the reply of quantum route finding begins, quantum channel establishment begins as well. Edge route node G performs Bell state measurement on two of its particles, which belong to two pairs of partially entangled GHZ states. Node G then performs the Hadamard gate operation on its remaining particles, measures the state of these particles, and adds the measurement result and the Bell state measurement results to the reply message of the QRF. According to the reverse path of the selected route, G sends reply message QRF to edge route B in unicasting mode, where the route response message QRF includes the node addresses of the selected route and the measurement results. When nodes along the selected route, including the edge route node, receive the QRF, they update the route table according to the route information in the received QRF. Then performs Bell state measurement on two of its particles belonging to two pairs of partially entangled GHZ states, performs the Hadamard gate operation on its remaining particles, and measures the state of these. The measurement results are added to the QRF and sent to the next node along the selected route. Finally, the QRF is sent to source node A though edge route node B.
When source node A receives the QRF, a direct quantum channel between the source and destination nodes is established, which means that the quantum state can be directly teleported from source to destination. Therefore, the source node performs Bell state measurement on two particles. Then, through the selected route, the source node transmits a result packet to a neighbor of the destination node through the selected route. The result packet includes measurement results at the source node and those in the received QRF. Edge route node G then transfers the result packet to destination node H. Once the destination node receives the result packet, it deals with the results and chooses proper operations to recover the transmitted quantum state. This quantum communication process is hence successfully completed. Later in this article, the specific deduction of quantum channel establishment is provided.
Comparison with other routing protocols
Wang et al. used simultaneous Bell measurements in all intermediate nodes [17] . This scheme reduces delays in teleportation to a greater extent than the sequential entanglement swapping scheme. In this scheme, measurements at each node along the selected route can be simultaneously carried out and measurement results can be sent to the destination node independently, which reduces delays in hop-by-hop teleportation.
In our protocol, in contrast to the method proposed in [17] , the quantum channel between source and destination is established by a sequential entanglement swapping scheme that leads to more delays. On the contrary, in our protocol, the swapping process is combined with quantum route finding, and the measurement results are piggybacked to QRF packets. Therefore, the results need not be transmitted through specified packets, and hence the total number of packets in the network decreases, which reduces network delay in turn. Quantum channel establishment prior to quantum route finding in our routing protocol is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The source and destination nodes are A and H, respectively. Source node A contains an unknown state 
The process of establishment of the quantum channel
In Eq. (2) 
When N=1, node A is the neighbor of node H. Particles A2, H1, and H2 are partially entangled GHZ states. We perform Bell measurement on particles A1 and A2, and apply the 
Then, using the method of analysis that introduces an auxiliary and performs proper unitary matrix, The success probability of quantum establishment is given by 
where i is the number of Bell state measurements. This success probability is identical to that given by Eq. (1), which was deduced in our previous work [18] .
In Table 1 , we present the relevant Pauli operator on particle H2 according to the measurement results of every hop along the selected route. nodes then update QRR packets and broadcast them. Route nodes B, C, D, E, F, and G receive the updated QRR packet. By checking the packet ID and source address, nodes B, C, D, and E find that this packet has been received, and discard the received QRR packet. Assume node F receives a QRR packet from node C first. F updates this packet and broadcasts it. It then receives a QRR packet from D, and discards it after checking its ID and source address. Assume edge route node G receives a QRR packet from node D first; G updates this packet. It then receives a QRR packet from E and F, and discards these packets after checking the ID and source address. Thus, edge route node G chooses route A-B-D-G-H. In the direction of route transmission, we define D as the upstream node of G and H as the downstream node of G. Edge node G needs to send a QRF packet to source node A in the reverse direction. The reverse route from G to A is G-D-B-A. For the sake of consistency, we still define D as the upstream of G. The reverse route is established as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Edge node G sends a QRF packet that includes the route from source node A to destination node H and the measurement results. When G's upstream node D receives a QRF packet, it continues to send it to its upstream node. When source node A receives a QRF packet, it adds the new measurement results to a result packet, which includes the measurement results of every hop. These are transmitted to destination node H. Operations are carried out at Node H to recover the transmitted quantum information. 6 Success probability of quantum route establishment Based on the success probability of quantum route establishment, the probability suc P of successful quantum teleportation in the mesh backbone network is analyzed.
Assume that the area occupied by the network is 1000 m  1000 m. Nodes in the network are distributed at random. When the number of nodes is a constant value, transmission range R and the probability p of successfully established communication channels between two neighboring nodes are relevant to suc P in the wireless quantum network. In this work, a mesh structure is introduced in a wireless quantum network, and classical and quantum channels are built simultaneously. We assumed that the success probability of establishing these two kinds of channels is the same. When the distance between two neighboring nodes is no more than the transmission range R, information can be transmitted successfully through wireless channels. At the same time, quantum channels exist. Otherwise, quantum teleportation from the source to destination node fails. Assume that edge route nodes are the nearest nodes in the backbone network connected to client nodes. If there are no edge route nodes, quantum teleportation from source to destination, which are not directly connected with each other, fails. Quantum route establishment is based on a minimum number of hops. The success probability of quantum channel establishment via partially entangled GHZ particles is given by Eq. (10) . By changing transmission range R, the probability p of successfully establishing communication channels, and the number of nodes in the mesh backbone network, the corresponding success probability suc P of quantum teleportation is shown in the following figures. In order to avoid an accident, we let the simulation program run 100 times, and simulation results obtained were the average results.
In simulation Fig. 6 , we selected fixed R, R =200 m, and changed the probability p, p =0.3, 0.5, 0.8. It was obvious that success probability suc P increased with probability p, and the number of nodes in the wireless quantum network. In Fig. 7 , we set R =300 m and p =0.5, and found that the success probability suc P increased with transmission range R. This was because with the increase in network connectivity, the number of elective routes increased, and the corresponding minimal number of hops decreased. In these figures, n represents the degree of entanglement. When n =1, neighboring nodes shared maximally entangled GHZ states. The suc P of the maximally entangled GHZ state was higher than the suc P of a partially entangled GHZ state. 
Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a quantum communication network model where a mesh backbone network structure was introduced. In this structure, edge route nodes acted as bridging nodes to help source nodes establish communication with nodes in the mesh backbone network.
We proposed a quantum routing protocol with multi-hop teleportation for the wireless mesh network with partially entangled GHZ states. Based on our previous protocol for multi-hop partially entangled GHZ state teleportation, the number of hops was selected as route metric. In this routing protocol, only when classical and quantum channels simultaneously co-exist can quantum information be transferred between nodes. The edge route node, which is the neighbor of the destination node, selects the route with the minimum number of hops as the most appropriate route. A direct quantum channel between source and destination was established when the quantum route finding message was transferred to the source node. Quantum channel establishment via partially entangled GHZ states was performed. Based on all measurement results, we conclude that the quantum state can be recovered in destination nodes using a corresponding matrix operation. By comparing the results of our method with the simultaneous entanglement swapping scheme, we found that although quantum measurements are performed hop by hop in our protocol, the measurement results are piggybacked to QRR packets, which reduces the total number of packets transmitted in the wireless channel and reduces network delay. Moreover, the success probability of quantum route establishment was simulated. We saw that the success probability increased with the number of nodes in a certain range; when the number of nodes exceeded some value, the probability tended to stabilize.
